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The Oklahoma City Core and Technicians classes were
treated to an evening visit to the Oklahoma City Civic Center
Music Hall. This is a highly regarded performance space
used for symphonic and theatrical productions.

After 60 years as serving as a major cultural and entertain-
ment hub for the State of Oklahoma, the newly renovated
Civic Center Music Hall now provides the citizens of Oklaho-
ma City with a European-Style concert hall experience. The
$53 million dollar renovation preserved the building's histor-
ic exterior, while creating a Broadway-quality performing
arts venue with superior acoustical capabilities.

It would be a shame to visit this space and not collect
some acoustical data. Since the purpose of this visit was not
to make room measurements, the conditions were not ideal
for such. Many people were milling around and talking, and

there was only opportunity to feed the sweep signal into the
LCR channels simultaneously. While this does not affect the
reverberation time, it does affect the other metrics such as
C50 and STI. Since a tour was in progress, the sweep level
had to be kept low enough to talk over. You can judge the
apparent SNR by listening to the raw sweep as recorded
on-axis with the center array, from the same distance shown
in Figure 1. It would be nice to have had a few hours in the
space for some refined measurements, but we got useful data
with almost no expenditure of time by just recording some
sweeps.

The photos were made with a lens focal length that emu-
lates human vision, so that the correct distance perspective is
preserved. I stitched them together in panorama software to
provide the wide views. This method can be useful  when
correlation between sight and sound is desired.

The system design was by Jaffe-Holden Acoustics, and
the exceptionally clean installation was by Ford Audio-Vid-
eo Systems, Inc. Jim Ford helped conduct the tour, and was
responsible for getting the iPod sweep signal fed through the
system for our impromptu measurements.

The stereo IRs can be downloaded for convolution and
post-processing. They can be found in Project #32 on the
SAC IR Exchange. pb
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The stage as viewed from the main horizontal aisle. This is the distance from which the sweep
recording was made.

The back of the hall as viewed from the stage. The audio control room is illuminated, but the
mix position is often moved into the hall for performances.

http://www.synaudcon.com/nlfiles/OKC_raw_sweep.mp3
http://www.synaudcon.com/members/irexch.php
http://www.roomcapture.com


Measurement Mic: Core Sound Tetra Mic
Recorder: Edirol R-44
Program Source: iPod Touch 2nd Generation
WAV file processing: Audacity, GratisVolver
Data format: A-Format raw, B-Format and Stereo
after post-processing. Stereo files are 90 deg coin-
cident cardioids.

IR Exercises:
1. Determine the T30 of the space at one-octave
resolution for both IRs.
2. Evaluate the Front Row IR. Is the back wall

"slap" visible? Audible? Speech? Music?
3. Evaluate the direct field for TP1, both by
analysis and listening (GratisVolver). Would
you make any changes to the equalization?
4. Apply those changes to the IR in a WAV
editor and re-evaluate.

I used the Optimizer module of RoomCapture to
suggest an equalization. The IR was processed with
multiple time windows to exclude the room at HF but
include the early-reflected field at LF. 1/2-octave
smoothing was applied to the results. I bypassed a
suggested HF boost filter.

The frequency response magnitude after time win-
dowing and smoothing (ARTA)
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OKC Director Jim Brown (left)
and Jim Ford  of Ford AV (right)
conducted the tour.
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